Navigate360
K-12 Safety &
Security Suite
CREATING A HOLISTIC CULTURE OF SCHOOL SAFETY
WITH INTEGRATED VISITOR, VOLUNTEER & EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY
The core mission of any K-12 school is to create
a safe and secure learning environment in which
students and staff can thrive. Schools must
serve as safe and sound havens for learning and
development, free from potential disruptions and
threats. Compromising the health and safety of
students, staff and visitors undermines public trust
in our educational system and poses a public health
concern to the greater community.

Navigate360’s cloud-based Safety & Security Suite
creates a holistic culture of school safety with visitor,
volunteer and emergency management solutions that
instill confidence in schools and districts to:

Integrate & Communicate

To achieve this crucial level of safety, schools must be
equipped with integrated solutions that work better together
to address the physical, social and emotional needs of the
whole child. Navigate360’s new K-12 Safety & Security Suite is a
powerful component of a comprehensive set of tools, technologies and
training that helps schools and districts deliver on that commitment.
As the most modern and comprehensive approach to school safety in the industry,
Navigate360’s cloud-based Safety & Security Suite eliminates school movement silos by
integrating visitor, volunteer and emergency management into a single platform. This
helps to ensure real-time, whole-campus oversight and accountability and improves
communication pathways, including those pathways used for reunification during a crisis.

Point solutions are no longer a viable answer. Modern schools need integrated
and comprehensive tools, technologies and training focused on the whole child
and the whole community. Read on to learn more about how Navigate360’s
Safety & Security Suite can empower schools to create and maintain a truly
holistic culture of safety using:
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Connected systems, including SIS integration, improve
information for school verification and provide access
to silent panic alerts for real-time communication with
first responders. This improves the efficiency of school
security processes, including expedited student and
family reunification during a crisis.

Build a Culture of Safety
Real-time sex offender and criminal background
screenings unite with parent/custody restriction reviews
and student attendance tracking to enable ongoing
oversight of all visitors and students on campus.

Maintain Compliance
Prepopulated drills aligned to district and state
requirements with approved emergency operation
plan (EOP) templates and wizard guidance ensure
accurate information entry by school/district personnel
as they comply with Department of Education
(DOE) requirements and respond to emergencies
appropriately.

Oversee Emergencies
360-degree facility views are achieved with companion
professional site mapping and drawing services so
first responders can better assess crisis situations and
establish appropriate entry and exit points to maintain
physical safety.
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BETTER
TOGETHER

Navigate360 Visitor &
Volunteer Management

Seamless Integration Takes Visitor &
Volunteer Management to the Next Level

ENSURE SAFER SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTS
ALWAYS KNOW WHO IS ON YOUR CAMPUS

INCREASE SECURITY & REDUCE FRONT-OFFICE WORKLOAD WITH OUR FRICTIONLESS,
FLEXIBLE & INTEGRATED PLATFORM FOR SCHOOLS

Navigate360’s Visitor & Volunteer Management platform allows school administrators to keep
students and staff safe, the front office efficient, and hardware downtime to a minimum while
making the entire school community feel welcome.
The platform streamlines visitor and volunteer check-in processes by securely and discreetly
vetting each guest on campus.

Control Visitation

Maintain Visibility

Create custom blocklists using
custody instructions and
restrictions with other types of
visitation rules for those who pose
a risk to staff or students.

Constant, real-time visibility of your
visitor dashboard helps you always
know who is in your buildings and
why they are there.

Screen Every Visitor
Seamlessly run background checks
on every visitor through national
sex offender and national criminal
databases.

Stay on Top of Custody

Safer Schools
Vet those who
don’t belong in
your buildings
and achieve realtime visibility of
all visitors at all
times, including
during an
emergency when
seconds count.
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Streamline
Efficiency
Register visitors in
just a few clicks,
print visitor passes
and record tardy
students as you
eliminate timeconsuming manual
processes to keep
things moving.

Hardware-Light
Cloud-based
software with
no proprietary
hardware required
allows for easy,
flexible and
budget-friendly
implementation
and use.

Contact Trace
Reduce infectious disease
exposure risk, including exposure
to COVID-19, and promptly
facilitate contact tracing if needed.

Customize Badges

Maintain and access real-time
custody instructions through
integration with the school’s
Student Information System.

Control information on visitor
badges, with flexibility to include
a picture on each visitor’s pass by
scanning driver’s licenses or using
a webcam.

Discretely Notify Security

Leverage Detailed Reporting

If a visitor is flagged, your security
team is notified via text or email
without alarming the visitor.

Access scheduled, real-time or
historical data reports for school
and/or district use.
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INCREASE & STREAMLINE EFFICIENCY
WELCOME THE COMMUNITY INTO YOUR SCHOOL WITH LESS
PAPERWORK & MORE EFFICIENCY
An easy check-in process for both front-office staff members as
well as all visitors helps to maintain a welcoming environment while
increasing safety and security.

Easy Implementation
Navigate360’s Visitor Management
platform is easy to implement and
requires minimal onboarding, so
your front-office staff can be up and
running swiftly and seamlessly.

Seamless Integration
SIS integration ensures you always
have the most updated information,
including custody instructions, at your
fingertips.

Manage student tardies and early
releases directly in the system to
reduce paperwork and manual
processes, and writeback the
information with SIS integration.

Self-Service Check-In

Cloud-based software allows for
seamless integration and accessibly
from any computer or tablet.

Visitors can easily check-in using an
app – either on their phone or at a
station in the front office. Frequent
visitors can quickly scan and go. Once
the system vets their information,
their badge is printed, and the
visitor is on their way while reducing
unnecessary contact exposure.

Customizable System

Robust Dashboard

Cloud-Based Platform

Visitor Management is completely
flexible to meet your needs. Create
custom blocklists, run only the
reports you need, and have access to
unlimited check-in stations.
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Student Check-In &
Early Release

Navigate360 Safety & Security Suite

A modern dashboard for
check-in and check-out
allows staff to see who
is in the building at any
given time.

LESS HARDWARE, LESS HASSLE
A HARDWARE-LIGHT SYSTEM THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU
Navigate360’s Visitor Management offers light and flexible hardware
options, allowing you to implement an easy and efficient check-in/
check-out process that’s right for your school and your budget.

Build Your Own
Hardware Bundles
Select the hardware that best meets
your needs, with no hardware required
to complete the check-in process. The
system can operate within any browser
from any computer. Schools can also
use webcams, license scanners and
printers to create badges, streamlining
the entire visitor management process
even further.

Reduce Hardware Costs
Less hardware means fewer failure
points and easy maintenance over
time. We offer webcams, license
scanners and label printers, but you
may be able to integrate with the
hardware you already have – none of
the hardware is proprietary.

Multiple Check-In Stations at
No Extra Cost
Being hardware-light also means you
can have as many secure check-in
points as you like, at no additional
subscription cost.

Leverage Your Existing
Hardware
Navigate360’s Visitor Management
may be compatible with your existing
visitor management hardware and
your school tablets for self check-in
stations. Contact a representative
to see if your current hardware
works with our system.
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ADDITIONAL VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Criminal
Background
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Online
Volunteer
Application

Event
Management
Volunteer
Management

Self-Serve
Kiosk
Volunteer
Portal

Volunteer
Reports

Navigate360 Emergency
Management Suite
KEEP STAFF & STUDENTS SAFE THROUGH SIMPLIFIED PREPAREDNESS,
RESPONSE & COMPLIANCE

Online Volunteer Application
Users can become volunteers by submitting an online application that can be customized by the
district or school administration. Applicants will sign the form digitally and submit it along with
their consent to run a background check.
Minimize front-office congestion and expedite office workflows by providing parents
online access to the volunteer application, which includes approval and denial options
for school intake staff.

Welcome Message & Personal Information
Applicants are prompted by a fully customizable welcome message
once they access the online volunteer application. They can then
fill in their personal information to proceed. Social security
number will be used to run national sex offender
and criminal background checks without
retaining the number in the
platform.

The platform
allows districts to:

Stay in control for drills, active incidents and reunification by keeping vital teams apprised through
a centralized, cloud-based user experience with Navigate360’s Emergency Management Suite
(EMS). Reinforce the culture of safety within your district and maintain trust by ensuring staff and
students are prepared for any emergency, all while reducing your compliance risk. Our EMS builds
confidence between school staff and first responders with clear visibility, real-time communication
and seamless support across critical safety needs throughout preparation, response and recovery.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ONE PLATFORM

View application details
Approve or reject an applicant

Volunteer Information

Verify & Submit

Establish a calendar of events for
volunteer sign-up through the
volunteer portal. An applicant
can select a preferred role and
will be notified whenever an
event with such a role is created.

Applicants will
be prompted by
a legal disclaimer
that can be edited
and customized
by district
administration.
Navigate360 uses
Google reCAPTCHA
to protect the
district against spam.

District administrators can add/
remove as many roles as desired
to the application, and applicants
can select which buildings or
schools they are interested in.
Users can also track hours of
service in the portal.
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Check-in/out a volunteer
Edit volunteer info
Send SMS or an Email
to a volunteer
Add/remove a volunteer
to/from an event
View volunteers in building
Manually add volunteers
View volunteer profile
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TOP 10 FEATURES & BENEFITS OF ONE END-TO-END SOLUTION
1. Easily Create EOPs
SA F E T Y P L A N S
Build, maintain and disseminate
Emergency Operation Plans (EOP)
through a guided wizard to ensure
compliance with state requirements.
+

+

Use our one-of-a-kind Safety Plan
Wizard to create or update EOPs
with ease.
Customize a compliant plan
based on state requirements and
templates.

+

Edit and include Continuity of
Operation Plans.

+

Access the plan anywhere from a
secure, cloud-based environment.

3. Ensure Staff Has the Information
They Need When They Need It

DR I L L LO G S
Empower users with seamless
assignment, management and
reporting of your district’s ongoing drill
requirements.
+

+
+

+

Prepare your staff to respond
effectively in an emergency with
guided drill scenarios.
Integrate your Standard Response
Protocols (SRPs) into your drills.
Stay complaint with district- and
building-level tracking, scheduling
and reporting.
Access drill management on
mobile devices.

7. Reunite Students & Caregivers
with Compassion & Speed

CALL LI STS

F L IP C H ARTS

RE U NIF IC AT I O N

Users will always know who to call in
the event of an emergency.

Ensure easy access to all emergency
procedures and protocols on any webenabled device.

Reunite students with their caregivers or
approved guardians during high-stress
emergencies.

+

Staff can quickly access the most
up-to-date emergency protocols
during an emergency.

+

+

Easily update and disseminate
emergency procedures, information
and contacts digitally.

Develop your reunification process
in collaboration with first responders
and local governments and provide
staff and first responders with access
to the plan.

+

Expedite student accounting
with a class roster view during an
emergency.

+

Bring students together with their
loved ones quickly and efficiently.

+

Monitor caregiver and student
reunification progress with the
administrator command view.

+

Access student caregiver information
with daily Student Information
System syncs, custody details and
photographs.

+

Follow Standard Reunification
Method (SRM) protocols.

+

Send notifications to authorized family
members stating that the student
has been reunited with a caregiver
through the 911Cellular portal.

+

Manage critical emergency contact
information.

+

Maintain access in real time during
an emergency.

+

Keep contact information up to
date at all times.

+

Mobile access is always available.

4. Organize & Manage
Safety Protocols
DOCUMENTS &

2. Efficiently Schedule &
Manage Safety Drills

5. Make Emergency
Protocols Actionable

VI RTUAL BI NDERS
Store and organize critical information
in a secure, cloud-based, single source
of truth.
+
+

+

Easily build, organize and store
safety information.
Ensure the entire district has
automatic access with no need for
additional communications.

6. Real-Time Alerts, Communication
& Accountability
RE S P OND
Real-time communication, alerts and
accountability of students and staff is
possible in an emergency.
+

Alert and communicate crucial
information to first responders
during emergencies.

+

Our Emergency Management Suite
includes the option of 911Cellular’s
Alyssa’s Law-compliant silent
panic alert.

+

Quickly account for students
and staff.

Users have quick digital access
during any emergency.

8. Complete Systems Integration
ST U DE N T I N FO R M ATI O N
SYST E M I N TE G R AT I O N
Daily syncs to your Student Information
System so information is never out
of date.
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IN T E R AC T I VE MA P S & F LO OR PLANS

911CELLULAR SILENT PANIC ALERT ADD-ONS COMPLEMENT
NAVIGATE360’S EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SUITE

Users have digital access to floorplans in the palm of their hand. Real-time access for
first responders.

Comply with Alyssa’s Law and all state mandates using a complete solution of hardware
and software panic buttons linked to first responders and school security teams.

+

Get help where it’s needed first with
critical visibility for first responders.

+

Add photographed door access and
lock types.

+

+

Upload existing building floorplans for
all locations.

+

Save money with no printing costs for
emergency plans and protocols.

+

Identify critical infrastructure placements
within each facility.

9. Improve Emergency Response with Interactive Floorplans

+

Safety app panic button is lock-screen
accessible to save time during an
emergency. Enables a direct connection to
first responders utilizing NIST-test location
accuracy, which can locate the activation
down to the floor and room number with
additional mapping service.
Computer panic buttons can be installed
on Windows, Chromebooks and Mac
desktop and tablet devices.

+

Smartwatch panic button software
gives accurate location information and
can be voice activated to stream audio
directly to first responders.

+

Wearable and wall-mounted panic
buttons connect directly to Wi-Fi with
no additional hardware required. Battery
supports up to 1,000 activations.

10. Quickly Complete Safety Audits
ASS E SS M E N TS
Build your own assessments and response and recovery checklists as you fulfill state safety
audit requirements.
+

Create and complete school safety audits and drill logs.

+

Never miss a filing for safety audits.

+

Do you need help? Simply ask our experts!

ALYSSA’S LAW LEGISLATION
Time Saved = Lives Saved

COMPANION SERVICES TAKE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Navigate360 offers companion services to the Emergency Management Suite to
help schools fulfill state compliance requirements and increase their preparedness by
ensuring complete visibility during a crisis.

Site Drawing

Site Mapping

Security Audits

Need current floorplans?
We provide complete
and up-to-date digital
floorplans for all your
buildings, which can
then be uploaded
into the Emergency
Management Suite.

No time to identify
critical infrastructure
location and safety
equipment? We
can map critical
infrastructure in
interactive floorplans
to enhance emergency
response.

A security audit is the
first step in understanding
the consequences and
vulnerabilities of your
school’s security features
and procedures. Let
us help you fulfill state
requirements and take the
first step in evaluating your
school’s security.
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The 911Cellular safety app has been independently tested by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Panic button location accuracy
can locate a caller to the floor and room number, even if they’re on the move
with additional mapping service.

Named after 14-year old Alyssa Alhadeff, a
victim of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas
High School tragedy, this legislation
addresses the issue of emergency
response time with silent panic alert
systems linked directly to first responders
and law enforcement agencies.
Setting the new standard for modern
incident management, Navigate360’s Safety
& Security Suite is Alyssa’s Law-compliant
and enables schools to directly – and silently –
alert first responders when faced with a safety
concern or emergency situation.

For additional information about states that
have brought forward the legislation, as well as an
update on where the federal guidance stands, please
scan the QR Code or visit navigate360.com/alyssas-law.

Navigate360 Safety & Security Suite
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IN T E R AC T I VE MA P S & F LO OR PLANS

911CELLULAR SILENT PANIC ALERT ADD-ONS COMPLEMENT
NAVIGATE360’S EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SUITE

Users have digital access to floorplans in the palm of their hand. Real-time access for
first responders.

Comply with Alyssa’s Law and all state mandates using a complete solution of hardware
and software panic buttons linked to first responders and school security teams.

+

Get help where it’s needed first with
critical visibility for first responders.

+

Add photographed door access and
lock types.

+

+

Upload existing building floorplans for
all locations.

+

Save money with no printing costs for
emergency plans and protocols.

+

Identify critical infrastructure placements
within each facility.

9. Improve Emergency Response with Interactive Floorplans

+

Safety app panic button is lock-screen
accessible to save time during an
emergency. Enables a direct connection to
first responders utilizing NIST-test location
accuracy, which can locate the activation
down to the floor and room number with
additional mapping service.
Computer panic buttons can be installed
on Windows, Chromebooks and Mac
desktop and tablet devices.

+

Smartwatch panic button software
provides accurate location information
and can be voice activated to stream
audio directly to first responders.

+

Wearable and wall-mounted panic
buttons connect directly to Wi-Fi with
no additional hardware required. Battery
supports up to 1,000 activations.

10. Quickly Complete Safety Audits
ASS E SS M E N TS
Build your own assessments and response and recovery checklists as you fulfill state safety
audit requirements.
+

Create and complete school safety audits and drill logs.

+

Never miss a filing for safety audits.

+

Do you need help? Simply ask our experts!

ALYSSA’S LAW LEGISLATION
Time Saved = Lives Saved

COMPANION SERVICES TAKE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Navigate360 offers companion services to the Emergency Management Suite to
help schools fulfill state compliance requirements and increase their preparedness by
ensuring complete visibility during a crisis.
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Embark™ Journey
TM

About Navigate360

Embark

Journey

We assemble a team to ensure your success.

Navigate360 empowers people, schools and communities to stay safe and thrive –
physically, socially and emotionally.

THE INDUSTRY’S LEADER IN HOLISTIC SAFETY &
WELLNESS SOLUTIONS
For 20 years, Navigate360 has been the most widely chosen safety partner in the United
States, protecting more than 50,000 districts, schools, law enforcement agencies,
businesses and houses of worship. We help communities nationwide mitigate and reduce
acts of violence with solutions backed by research and developed by industry experts.

E m b a rk T e a m A s s i g n e d

Data / System
Configuration
Embark Initial Call

Of all the school safety technology
out there, Navigate360’s products are
among the best of the best. From the
way they prepare us for emergency
situations to the assurance they
deliver in relation to crisis response,
they are simply invaluable.

School Safety & Wellness Solutions that Work Better Together
+ Suicide Awareness &
Prevention
+ Social-Emotional
Learning (SEL)
Intervention

+ Mental Health
Awareness

+ Behavioral Threat
& Suicide Case
Management

+ Behavioral Threat

Assessment Training

+ Emergency

+ Suicide Prevention

+ Site Mapping

+ Web Filtering

+ Visitor Management

+ P3 School Tipline

Management Suite

Training

Quality Check

Our customers come first with our onboarding,
implementation, and customer service
process – Navigate360 Embark™. Our
Navigate360 Embark™ process
guides our customers through
your initial configuration and
training journey to your
ongoing engagement with us
as your partner in safety.

— E D WA R D V I T TA R D I ,
S T. A L B E R T T H E
G R E AT S C H O O L

+ Behavior

Professional
Services

Training

We assign dedicated
teams to support each
project for successful
solution implementation
and onboarding through
customer support and
ongoing services. Each
team consists of professional
Implementation Consultants,
Support Representatives, and
Customer Success Managers.
Through the Embark™ Journey,
team members manage the entire
process from project initiation through
ongoing support and services for you.

+ ALICE eLearning &
On-site Training

+ Risk Assessment
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CONTACT US

Call

Email

Address

(330) 661-0106

info@navigate360.com
navigate360.com

3900 Kinross Lakes Pkwy, 2nd Floor
Richfield, OH 44286

